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DE Gaulle has 160ked upon himself as a man of destiny and th
tremendous upheaval of. last year serVed to stir' his sense 0

history. Instead of. abdicating he ordered a general election, and tlui
fright of the lesser bourgeoisie at the upheaval combined with the pusi
nimity of the Communist Party to give him a landslide victory. He co
still act and behave thereafter like a lonely eagle under whose histo •

, . wings France was to be saved from anarchy and restored to greatness:
Perhaps it would have been more dramatic, hence better for h

image, -if de Gaulle had ,been forced to quit then-enabling M An
Mairaux to produ~e a minor masterpiece about the Old Man and
Seine. Instead be overplayed his role, without realising that the su
touch was no longer his. Ever since the shake-up of last year somethi
has been missing 'in 'him. The crisis of the franc led to a crisis of c
fidence,in the old ma,gician; the economic recovery was erratic, uncertai
there was a general strike by workers demanding higher wages; and wh
some 800,000 small shopkeepers, who must have voted for the GaulI'
last year, went on strike in mid-April it became clear that something
cpoking in the minds of even the conservatives: de Gaulle or chaos,
no longer stirred the instinct for surviv~l of the lesser bourgeoisie,
,alone the bigger. Another alternative had emerged. They knew
the heir-apparent, M. Pompidou, was there, waiting for the mantle, a
that the transfer could be effected without an upheaval.

For his Sunday debacle and exit de Gaulle has himself ·to bla
The referendum bilI was such a long document--about 8,000 wor
and cast in such legal language that even constitutionaI.experts found
hard to. comprehend and be inspired by it. The voters were asked to
'yes' or 'no' to what amounted to several proposals: regionalisation; reE
of- the Senate, and the body which should exercise the powers of
president pending a presidential election. Many Frenchmen are st
sentimental about the Senate though they might not have minded great
authority for the regions. But all the eggs were there in one b2:S
and the voter had to choose all or nothing. And, the biggest blun. ,

of all, de Gaulle staked his presidency on th~\outcome of the referendu
For a man who had led the Free French in" World War II, forced'
settlement over Algeria at the risk of civil war in metropolitall Fran.
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challenged U.S. hegemony in Europe,
shaken Nato, bu'ilt a nuclear force,
preached detente with the East. be-
fore it became a fashion, recognised
China, it was folly to pay so much
importance to reform of the Senate
and the regions. It has forced the
tall man to retire with a whimper,
cutting a p.athetic figure. But per-
haps people are being wise after.
the event. Very few had the hunch, .
until a few days before April 27,
that the wave which swept him to
victory in 1968 would recede so
soon. The number of retiring Pre-
sidents is rising.

After de Gaulle, what? Before
the referendum the Gaullists had
warned that rejection would mean
financial catastrophe and a devalua-
tion of the franc. They had raised
the spectre of red chaos and dis-
order. Malraux had declared that
rejection would lead to a situation
in which either the non-communist
bloc or the communists would have
to crush the other. The French,
however, know their communists too
well to be scared out of their pants.
M. Mittdrand thinks tha~ ~fter de
Gaulle's defeat opposition to the
government would snowball and that
anything-victory for the left or a
coup d'etat 'Of the colonels-would
be possible. All this is in the womb
of the future. What the Frenchmen
will passionately discuss now is the
presidential election, to be held be-
tween 21 and 35 days of the with-
drawal of de Gaulle. The interim
head of State, M. Alain Poher, made
his mark in the television campaign
over ~he referendum as president of
the Senate, and M. Giscard d'Estaing
of the right and M. Guy Mollet of
the left were reported to have made
overtures, before the voting, in his
direction. However, M. Mollet, who
had earlier said that the socialists
would prefer an alliance with the
centre to one with the commu-
nists, has now declared that he
would back a communist candidate
against M. Pompidou. Many think
that M. Pompidou is a sure bet.
Wasn't he the arcHitect of last year's
election victory? r
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Mr Menon

Even Mr Krishna Menon will find
.it difficult to lose the by-election for
the Midnapore Lok Sabha seat. The
prestige of the United Front is much
too pervasive tor such a debacle to
take place, and, despite Rabindra
Sarobar, Mr M;enoncan expect a com-
fortable majority on the morning fol-
lowing the polling day. But the
question that keeps on gnawing is
different: what does he hope to gain
by r~turning to th~ Lok Sabha? In a
way, it has been pathetic to watch
him beg around for a safe parlia-
mentary seat: his own tireless but-
tonholing of the United Front leaders
in New Delhi, and' Mrs Aruna Asaf
Ali's lobbying in both New Delhi
and Calcutta. Mr Menon' would
have been happy even to have been
returned to that old sailors' club, the
Rajya Sabha; but, very thoughtfully,
the Lok Sabha member from Midna-
pore died at the right time, and Mr
Menon can now hope to be back in
the Lok Sabha itself, to match skill
as well as venom with the other re-
turning native, Mr S. K. Patil.

Even if Mr Menon wins by a
thumping majority, it would not be
qui te the same as winning back
North Bombay. In the present cir-,
cumstances, no matter /Whether .the
candidate is a lamp post or a rolling
stone, once he is presented with the
markings of the United Front, he is
going to win.' But it will be an im-
personal win, and almost anonymous
victory, no part of the lustre of the
success will be put down to the ac-
count of Mr Menon. What does he
then want? Simply to be back in the
Lok Sabha, the old entertainer, to
reminisce on the golden days gone by,
to indulge in reveries, while in situ,
about the dazzling trophies won in
the past? What, pray, is the mak-
ing of Mr Menon's mind?

For it is difficult to believe Mr
Menon can have much to contribute
towards a crystallisation of' a more
coherent Leftist point of vie'w in Par-
liament. On matters concerning
national defence-the issue which
was his Waterloo, even if not St.

Helena-, of his own volition he has
decided to remain silent. Whatever
marginal comments he has ventured
to make on foreign policy during
the last five or six years have sounded
sordidly reactionary: after all, it was
Mr Krishna Menon who ,invented
the theory of a Sino-Pakistan joint
conspiracy against India, the theory
so gleefully lapped up by the Jana
Sangh. In regard to planning and
economic affairs, despite his past re-
putation as a Pelican socialist, he has
been known to cut, all too frequently,
inconvenient ideological corners, all
for the sake of friendly princes, film-
stars and money-rich journalists. Be-
sides, he was a loner, and remains
one. It will be next to impossible
for him to join any particular group
in Parliament, and to obey it~ whip.
Leaving aside the rest of the' nsi-
derations, even to be effective a.
parliamentarian, Mr Menon will need
to mesh in his temperament with
that of the milieu in which he will
be called upon to operate. This may
indeed be beyond his capabilities.

'Vest Bengal's United Front has
done its gesture, and we have little
doubt, next week Midnapore will add
its own, graciously. Midnapore will
prove that it is nobler of heart than
North 13ombay,and that the people
at this end-whose loyalty every day
in the week presents a question mark
to New Delhi-are less bigoted than
Mr Chavan's-and Mr Dange's-near
ones. Mr Menon will once more be
M1'V. K. Krishna Menon, MP, and
have a government bungalow officially
allotted in his name. But is thai: all
this sour, brilliant man looking for-
ward to?

Heart Of The Matter

A change of ministry is seldom un-
accompanied by an unheaval. In
OUrkind of non-participatory demo-
cracy the people retire after casting
their votes once in. five years. Between
one general election and the next, their
relations with the administration prac-
cally cease; each worls in its separate,
independent spher~, and the link is
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maintained by what may be called the up; they will stop at nothing to defend
• .,inlra-structure of tp.e administration. their underworld empire; they will

"1ncse lll~ermediaries are local leaders never miss all opportunity to convert
01 WitS; at best they are party func- their private feuds into communal
tlonanes with some concern for the clashes if the UF supporters in their
people and at worst self-seeking touts areas happen to belOng to a different
who make sure that whatever relief the State or believe in a different faith.
Government can manage to spare for The sudden eruption of communal vio-
the people dries up in the pipeline. lence in some parts of the State in the
To a large extent a government's re- wake of the UF victory was of their
pULdtion depends on them, especially creation; so are many other types of
wnen the party in power loses direct violence which provide basic material
touch with the people; only a reckless for the countrywide campaign that law
government can ignore their role in anQ order is in jeopardy in West Ben-
snaping popular opinion about itself. gal.

Dunng its two decades of uninter- The UF has to win this battle, 'for
rupted -reign the Congress party had it cannot hope to function efficiently
bUllt up such an elaborate network. without a bndge of its owrt between
Maybe, in the beginning, when the the Government and the people. Its
Congress could still boast of some task is likely to be more aiincult than
sincere wprkers, the infra-structure that of a single-party government, for
had, ~w honest people. But with it is useless to deny that even in their
the a\:?cay of the party they were re- opposition to the Congress many UF
placed by parasites and political hang- parties cannot exclude a careful weigh-
ers on bent on making hay while the ing of how the measures are going to
Congress sun shone. The dependence impact on themselves. At times, the
of the party on them increased with main task is forgotten and betore the
its growing alienation from the people; Congress ,racket has been cleaned up
official partronage flowed to them on a the llarties start fighting over the in-
lavish scale for bullying and intimi- heritance. This is not merely delaying
dating the people into submission. the process but also weakening the UF
The Congress empire was split into onslaught. Many of these touts, who
innumerable satrapies where these were, until a few weeks ago, cham-
touts ruled supreme. They became a pions of the Congress and ever-ready
new estate, utterly corrupt and anti- to break UF heads are trying to curry
people, and the pivots of the Congress favour with one UF party or another.
party. Many of them became form- It cannot be said that they are not
ally associated with the Congress and succeeding at all; they have quite a few
perhaps donned khadi also. How choices, and if one does not click ano-
many of them were members of the ther may. There is no reason to think
Congress party is, however, of little that they have lost their contact with
consequence, for their interests coin- the police. They could not have ope-
cided with those of the Congress. rated in the past with impunity but for

It is only natural that the United their collusion with the pOlice; may-
Front should try to demolish this infra- ' be, because of their link with the party
structure as fast as it can. Any non- in power they could work under police
Congress Government would have done cover and a kind of working part,ner-
so but the UF has to do a more ship of the two was established. The
thorough job of it because its opposi- partnership may have fallen on evil
tion to the Congress is total. Many of days, but it persists; the anti-social ele-
the recent disturbances are nothing but ments are not being apprehended not
clashes between these entrenched in- because they are supporters of the Con-
torests and the new forces that have gress but because they are said to have
been released by the UF victory at the become admirers of the UF overnight.
polls. The opponents of the UF are Mr Jyoti Basu has done some plain.
unscrupulous, resourceful, and orga- speaking -recently, but some policemen
nised. All those who have shared in are adept in ingratiating themselves
the loot of two decades have ganged with people who count. The periodic
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convulsions will linger unless the
policemen are mad€; to realise that the
tricks which succeeded with the Con-
gress will not be countenanced by the
UF a1].dthey have to be a willing tool
of the Gove-rnment in destroying the
Congress infra-structure.

. Divide And Learn

The attitude of Calcutta University
towards the study of English can be
briefly but adequately summed up in

.one though compounded sentence.
Those who want to learn English
shall not be allowed to learn it and
those who dread it shall be forced to
learn it. That is the gist of a recent
decision of the Academic Council
which bans, from 1970 onwards, Al-
ternative English as a subject for the
.B.A. examinations. The Council how-
ever retains English as a compulsory
subject for all, including even those
who specialise in other subjects,
e.g., Geography, Mathematics, An-.
cient Indian History.

"Vas the decision made for admi.
nistrative reasons? Most colleges,
barring half a dozen, within the ju.
risdiction of Calcutta University find
it difficult to arrange classes for stu-
dents who want to read Alternative
English. For lack of teachers? No.
The decision was taken by the Coun-
cil withou,t consulting the consti-
tuent colteges, let alone students.
The desire was to promote love for
Bengali and Hindi.

Whether the study of English 1it~-
rature in present-day India is ana-
chronistic or not is a matter of de-
bate for future historians. There
are however reasons, known to' about
all, why the standard of English has
fallen in India. In fact, Madras
University has uniformly refused to
admit any student to a Ph.D. in Eng;
lish, for it does not think that any'
Indian can think in an original way
about say Langland or Ezra Pound.
To think that any Indian professor
can determine if 'such ea treatise is
original or not is equally preposte-
rous, accordin~ to its view.

But, of course, that is a view
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stretched to the extreme, t,hough wise,
limit. The study of literatUl:e in a
way may be 'absurd in any university,
lnu.au or torelgn. Engl1sh h'l,s been
accepled in ImLa as inescapabl.e. The
SLUUyot literature is to an extent
e&seu.lal tor the study of the langu-
age. And Indians are encouraged to
learn .t.ngl1sh, not for the sake of
lileHllult:' out as aid to learn other
ul1ug~. Vide the invanable metaphor
01 a wmdow' in any discussion on the
Issue. W ny snould Wen Calcutta
Ulllversity forbid those who are
somewhat competent, for example
those who take up Alternative Eng-
lish, to take advanced courses? Even
though class-rooms generally fail to
stimulate, one or two students al-
ways manage to scrape through the
ordeal and develop a genuine taste
for the language. !

The deciSIOn of the Council was
hardly a week old when the Union
EducatIOn Minister deplored at the
Vice-Chancellors' Conference in New
Delhi the hasty act of switching over

, to feeble regional languages as media>
of instruction, or education as he
called it. He wanted the standard
of English taught to be improved
and thorough. He said that refer-
ences were to be given in every text
to enable students to study original
books in English. The University
Grants Commission, he announced,
was going to formulate concrete pro-
posals.

The fate of the proposals is of
course pre-ordained. Educatioh be-
ing a State subject, no Vice-Chancel-
ler is likely to pay heed to what the
Union Minister says. The UGC
plloposal, for instance, to throw open
acade,mic institutions for admission
on an all-India basis, for the sake
of national integration, has been
neatly cold-Horaged. The former
Union Education Minister, knowing
~he ineffec:iveness of his enquiring
power, requested the Prime Minister
to ask about the follow-up of the pro-
posals. The Prime Minister asked
the States. No oQ.e replied except
Mysore which ~re£used to comply with
the request. . £

[n the Vice-Chant(;tLIors' Confer-
ence. the Union Ec;lucation Minister
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came out with what he called an
elght-point programme, which in rea-
lIty stlOuld be called an 8i,point pro-
gramme, mcorporatmg, as It had, a
pomt on student participation in aca-
uemlc process. 'l'he point was a
nel.mlous one; even then it was call-
ed aangerous by Dc Ga j'endragadkar.
People who deplore the absence of
humour in Ina,an literature are in-
creasmgly lookmg forward to these
conlerellces and programmes as com-
pensatory allowance.

The Ni~th Congress

A correspondent writes.:
The talk of convening the Ninth

Congress of the Chinese- Communist
Party had been in the air for at least
six months after the formation of the
last of the revolutIOnary committees,
in September 1968, in Tibet. The
rumour-mongering, the "guessing
games, and the prognostications of
China-watchers were at last put to an
end when Peking announced on
April 1 that the Congress had been
convened on that day. A short an-
nouncement by Peking's official
NCNA said that "the Ninth Nation-
al Congress of the Communist Party
of China is being held at a time
when the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revoluti'On initiated and led person-
ally by Chairman. Mao has won great
victory. This great revolution has
prepared ample political, ideological
and organisational conditions for the
Congress." The announcement also
mentioned the agenda adopted by
the Congress. Besides the political
report by Vice-IChairman Lin Piao,
Mao's '-'closest commander-in-arms",
it also included the business of revis-
ing the constitution of the CCP and
the election of a new Central Com-
mittee.

Compared with the attendance at
the Eighth Party Congress, the num-
ber of delegates attending the 9th
was large, The 1,512 delegates elect-
ed to it included a large number of
"advahced elements" from the party,
Red Guards, revolutionaries of the
older generation, party members from
industrial" mining, and other enter-

prises, representatives of lower mid-
dle peasants and poor peasants"
.women party members, and prole-
tarian" revolutionaries from the PLA.
They had been elected, according to
the announcement of NCNA. by
"democratic consultation" and "this
signifies that the current Congress is
a congress of vitality, a congress of
unity and a congress of victory. It
will have far-reaching influence on
the history of the party." The an-
nouncement also gave the list of per-
sons elected to the presidium of the
Congress.

The list provides a clue to the pos-
sible structure of the new Central
Committee. In the earlier Congresses
those elected to the presidium used
to be invariably inducted as members
of the CC. In all prob~ity this
procedure is likely co be adO):.~d, al-
though one cannut rule out the pos-
sibility of delegates who are not
members of the presidium also find-
ing a place in the Central Committee.

It appears that Mao's theory of a'
three-way alliance of cadres, revolu-
tionaries and PLA men, has been one
of the guiding factors in the process
of electing persons to the Presidium.
The presidium has 176 members.

A preliminary analysis of the back-
ground of the majority of the mem- I
bers of the presidium clearly refu-
tes the widely held view that a
military rule has been 'imposed on
China. it is a typical feature of I
Chinese society that many of its lead-
ers have had both civil and military
experience; they are "all-rounders".
It is these "mixed-type" of leaders

'who continue to be in the forefront
today. Even among the second-ranK
leaders, the majority belong to tile
"mixed category".

There is also no "professional"
army in China in the sense in which
the non-Chinese understand "pro.
fessionalism". The Chinese army is

,a highly politicalised group and has to
play both a military and a social rolf'
And many PLA members have bf.'cn
elected to the presidium because they
happen to be among the leading up-
holders of Mao's "proletarian revolu-
tionary line". They do not owe theit:
elevation to their military role.
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•..... The same principle is applicable
to the other category of persons wh~

. have been elected to. the presidium.
In short it is the degree of adherence
to the revolutionary principles of
Maoist leadership that has detp.rmin·
ed the election of delegates and the

.presidium members. Under these
circumstances, it makes very little
difference 'whetlhev: amemlJer be-
longed to the military or the civil
category.

Trudeau's Plans

The Canadian Government's policy
announcement of a planned and
phased reduction of its 9,000 strong
ground anft air forces from West Ger-
manY.Jio egin in 1970 while retain-
ing i(J seat at the NATO Council
conforms to the Frencb precedent.
France has withdrawn from NATO's
in tegrated military system but decid-
ed to continue membership for dip-
lomatic and political considerations.
When the foreign and defence review
began last summer, Mr Pierre Tru-
deau received considerable support
from the Liberal Party for a pull-out
from Europe. But the Russian in-
vasion of Czechoslovakia hardened the
allies' <lttitude towards the alliance;
even within the Ottawa Cabinet there
developed a resistance to any radical
change in the priorities for defence
forces. Although Mr Trudeau has
settled for a compromise formula, it
has left Bonn bewildered and there
are rumblings of disapproval from
some section~ of the Liberal Party.
One of the most influential members
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in eastern Canada, Senator John Aird,
has resignt;d' as chairman of the Cana-
dian NATO Parliamentary Associa.
tion because of his disapproval of the
proposed changes in Canada's partici-
pation in the alliance. The younger
politicians in the party are also not
happy. They have been pressing for
withdrawals for the simple reason that
dissipating resources on the alliance
serves only U.S. interests. As in eco-
nomic fields, Canada is here subject-
ed to the U.S. domination and she
will be better off disengaged from the
alliance. Any savings that would
accrue from the withdrawal should be
diverted to foreign aid. This would
improve Canada's image in the Third
World. They dismiss the misgivings
in certain quarters that the urge for
an independent and distinctive Cana-
dian foreign policy will lead the
country to passive isolationism. Mr
Trudeau has also linked the
amount of foreign aid with defence
spending. The financial savings from
the phased withdrawal would be con-
siderable; but if Mr Trudeau is se-
rious about developing the best train-
ed and best equipped mobile force
in the world, little will be left for
additional aid spending after paying
for new hardware and logistics equip-
ment. V\Then the troops start return-
ing in 1970, it will further strain the
already acute housing situation in the
country.

Whether Canada should have nu-
clear forces and face the impact of the
anti-ballistic missile system on her
security will be taken up during the
Cabinet revie •..•.•.of the new priorities
for the defence forces. The Canadians
are apprehensive of President Nixon's
decision to \ build an ABM system
south of their country's border. In
reply to the Opposition complaint
that missiles might explode over Cal-
gary and Vancquver, Mr Trudeau has
said that Canada will look to the
ABM system not from the angle of
danger .to a few cities but from that of
their effect on world peace. What is
uppermost in his mind is to give prio-
rity to North American defence by
dispensing with a small but expensive
rnilit;ny presence in distant Germany.

View from Delhi'

Three-Ring Circus
FROM A POLITICAL

CORRESPONDENT

IT is moot if the Faridabad session
. has helped the Congress over-

come what Mr Y. B. Chavan called
the "complex of political suicide".
The only tangible outcome of the
expensive show was the party's re-
solve to go it alone in an anxiety to
project fori itself the image of a go-
ing- concern which does not mean
soliciting alliances. The Rig-ht Com-
munists who have been fondly hop-
ing- for a polarisation in the Cong-re<s,
and tryi'ng- to sell it a coalition £01'-

mula mig-ht be the only people to
feel disappointed at the decision.

The middle-of-the-road proclaimed
by the Prime Minister and tacitly
endorsed by the rest of the leadership
is nothing- but political opportunism
of the worst kind. At every Con~ress
conclave in the last two years, Mrs
Indira Gandhi has been the target of
attack by one factiorf or the other.
This time she warded off any attack
on herself by wriQ'gling- out of the
assignment to preside over the panel
on social and econ6mic prog-ramme
and leaving the task to Mr Morarji
Desai. Soon after the Dharia-Mor<lrji
Desai clash, she intervened in the dis-
cussion to rap the party cadres and
the organisational wing in general
for their share of failure in the im-
plementation of the ten-point pro~'
gramme. While Mr Morarji Desai
would not admit any lapse on the
Government's part, Mrs Gandhi went
a step further by admitting the Gov-
ernment's share of the blame.

The three-panel exercise was some·,
thing like a three-ring circus. Only
one of the panels could produce a'
statement acceptable to the leader-
ship. The statement on the political
situation had nothing important to
say beyond rejecting the coalition
idea. Its formulation on· the Centre-
State relations had to be toned down
under pressure from the "hawks" in
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the Working Committee who opposed
any dialogue, between the Cent!e and
the States on the political plane-by
implication, towards redistribution of
powers. Even Mr Chavan had to
relent after the Working Committee
stage and now all that the Congress
wants is an innocuous dialogue on
what the States could do towards
greater economic development.

In the other two panels, it was con-
fusion from beginning to end. The
Patil report on reorganisation ran
into rough weather and it i doubt-
ful if the AICC would be able to
clinch the issue even at some future
date. In the panel on social and eco-
nomic programme, the Young Turk
assault on the old guard leadership
was but expected. The demand
for nationali,sation of the top six
banks caught the Prime Minister in
a dilemma while Mr Morarji Desai's
own views were well known. Earlier,
Mrs Gandhi is known to have told
a deputation of Gujarat Congress MPs
that she was not for the take-over of
these banks because the Government
was not in a position to run them
efficiently. At the panel meeting, she
said she had been misquoted on this
but in fact tried to rationalise what
she had said earlier. She was not
opposed to nationalisation as such
but wondered if it was really time to
attempt bank nationalisation. This
was designed to keep everyone guess-
ing even as it kept her "leftist" image
alive. Subsequently at the Working
Committee meeting, she is understood
to have called for rethinking on the
social control of banks to widen its
scope to cover nationalisation.

Social control is indeed a charlatan
phrase, _jnn~vated out of expediency
by Mr V. K. Krishna Menon at the
Ernakulam session of the AICC in
October 1966 when the Congress
election manifesto was approved.
Mr S. K. Patil was leading the oppo-
tion to bank nationalisation while
the "left" led by Mr Krishna Menon
was demanding it. The deadlock

.was resolved b¥ substituting the term
"nationalisation" by "social control".,
Mr Krishna Menon at the Ernakulam
session expounded the ~ythical vir·
tues of social control which he claim-

ed was nationalisation and much
more. But Mr Morarj'i I;>esai now
contends that the IO-point program-
me as well as the manifesto envisage
social control of banking and nothing
more while the reference was more
clear in the case of general insurance
-nationalisation. Later, the party
decided to settle on social control of
general insurance instead of nation-
alising it. Both banking and general
insurance are now supposed to have

,been brought under social control.
So the sniping at the leadership

by the angry young men looked point-
less. All the more so at Faridabad.
When the two communist parties
seem to have arrived at a detente
with the Birlas and the socialists are
not terribly keen on fighting such
issues and the Congress considers it-
self too respectab~e an organisation
to demand an inquiry into the Birla
empire, the few firebrands in the
party look a pathetic lot of mar-tyrs
content to render the season's slogans
to no real purpose. The Chandra-
sekhar episode did not split the Con-
gress as expected. The Prime Minis-
ter seems to have used it for her own
factional ends, to bring Mr Morarji
Desai under full control. The Patil
faction utilised the episode to weak-
en Mr Morarji Desai's position by
supporting him and making him look
a little ridiculous. Now it is immate-
rial if Mr Chandrasekhar is ditched
by his erstwhile supporters, in the
Prime Minister's view.

The fact that the panel on social
and economic policy was deadlocked
over many issues is also inconsequen-
tial now because the party is
clearly committed to a middle of the
road policy and all the details can be
sorted out shortly.
Non-Congress Governments

''\That one could not help noticing
was the divided attitude of the Con-
gress leadership to non-Congress gov-
ernments. Mr Nijalingappa, who at
Hyderabad declared an all-out war
on all the non-Congress ministries
and set the party on the job of
toppling them with the enthusiasm
of a demolition squad, has now
limited his war to the two United
Front Ministries of Kerala and West

Bengal. But the Government leader-
ship is for a softer line. The scare
raised in some of the left establish-
ment papers about an imminent Cen-
tral plot to topple the West Bengal

. Ministry appears to have been ins-
pired by interested quarters. The
Centre has no reason to think of 'a
plan to topple the Ministry because
the "confrontation" phase is over
and the United Front leadership has
become very respectable in New
Delhi's eyes. While Mr Nijalingappa's
speech suggested a hard line towards
the two communist parties (whom he
has termed the "non-democratic"
parties) the Centre's thinking ap-
pears to be different.

The fact that the Congress session
could not clinch the issu~ of social
and economic policy is pro~. tr7at it
has lost all sense of direction and the
leaders have begun to speak in many
voices. By rejecting the coalition
idea and decrying the talk of polari-
sation, the leadership thought it
WQuid hold the following of various
factions together. But facdonalism
has a logic of its own in the Congress.

(([ lW.et Basu"
In New Delhi's cocktail circuit,

the most fashionable thing to say is
"Yes, I met Mr .Iyoti Basu". This
is after the largely attended lunch-
m.eeting at the Press Club of India.
To be sure, public relations officers
and professional contact men out-
numbered working journalists and the
admiring audience included the same
elements which comprise the anti-,
communist circuit in the Capital.
And everyone went home with the
happy impression that Mr Jyoti Basu
is too much of a gentleman to be'
fighting the Centre. The young cor-
respondent who directed two rather
uncomfortable (and therefore unre-
ported) questions at the Deputy Chief
Minister invited the wrath of the
entire Press Establishment. The first
question was whether his visit to New
Delhi to plead the case of West Ben-
gal's wagon-builders was the first ins-
talment of the proletarian revolution
he promised when the CPI split into
two in 1964. Mr Basu said he had
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red flags flying at workers' meetings
plus that dangerous M~ulana who
doesn'f show any sign of passing out
even at 86 ap,peared to put them off
balance. They gathered most of their
information (information which they
considered l'eliable) from the panicky
foreign community of the city who prac-
tically have no social or political link
with political beings who matteif. On
the other hand, they took cognizance
of the interpretations of those Pakis-
tanh~ who did not hide their right-wing
leanings.

The interest of the Western press in
East Pakistan is indeed ominous ac-
cording to some political obse;vers.
It is rumoured that East Pakistan has
been ear-marked for eventual trans-
formation into an US bastion agmn
Peoples' China. The US is now seek-
ing an outlet to get out of Vietnam.
It is quite probable that this journalis-
tic invasion is only a prelude to that
and is the forerunner of the campaign
to Mould Western public opinion in
favour of an 'intervention' in East Pa-
kistan.

From Holiday, Dacca. Abridged.

April 28, 1969

on the jute induslry which the Birlas
controlled legally. Mr Basu had no
answer. 'The immature young man
did not know the Establishment
etiquette for correspondetHs: ask no
awkward questions and no lies will
be told.

it with a heading "Dacca in the grip
of pay bandits". "Pay bandits" are the
workers who "gheraoed" many com-
mercial concerns of East Pakistan for
better pay and working conditions.
The cause of Mr Hazelhurst's heart
burning appeared to be the workers'
siege of the Motijheel British !/irm,
Louis Dreyfus & Co. Ltd. In blister-
ing language this journalist passed his
crude verdict of banditry on the poor
worker'S.

Reports pJblished in other London
papers gave fantastic details of the
"uprising" in East Pakistan. Some OIL
went so far as to compare it with Bia-
fra. Many gave completely distorted OIL
versions of the movement. The show OIL
thus put up had been amusing and
frightening at the same time.

This correspondent met many of
these jburnalists and some of them at
least, as appeared to him, were up to
something more than facts. They had
political opinions - opinions they
thought were suitable for East Pakis-
tanis unless they want to be swamped
by the yellow peril. All of them, in-
variably, were passionately inclined to
believe that Maulana Bhashani was
a Mao in the garb of pries't and
thought that the USA must be con-
vinced of that fact and must be made
to do something about it. And what
is that something? "US .shoul~ pass
on some Vietnam expenditure to East
Pakistan", suggested a colleague from
New York. A communist-led govern-
ment in a neighbouring province of Love Lane, Cross. Lane
India and armed uprising in a red-red Byculla, BO~AY-27 DD
place called Naxalbari (also in India), -
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SINCE about the middle of Febru~
ary Dacca has been experienc~

ing a rather unique journalistic pheno-
menon. r the lfirst time in its his-
tory, t, ~~city had the unusual honour
of receiving a very substantial number
of foreign journalists representing al-
most all the major newspapers, radio
and television networks of the West.

A survey of the reports published in
the London and New York press based
on the despatches sent by these cor-
respondents should give a clearer pic- ,
ture of their or their employers' real
motives. One should, however, keep
in mind that all these correspondents
represented well-to-do establishment
papers; 'radical or independent left-
wing papers' resources do not permit
such latitudes as sending special corres-
pondents ten thousand miles away
when there is every doubt that the ven-
tUlresmay not prove worthwhile.

Jtt glance at any of the reports pick-
ed at random should reveal I that the
contents are downright insulting to the
pe~ple of East JPakistan. London's
The Times made Dacca the first lead
(probably for the first time in its his-
tory) sometime in March with a report
sent by Peter Hazelhurst and crowned

t nol come to plead the case of the
......wagon builders but these builders

nad come to New Delhi on their own.'
Yet he was interested in the economy
of West Bengal. The logical corollary
to the first question in the light of
the answer was whether the economy
of Wesl Bengal did not also depend



Larger Questions
This raises two larger questions:

First, is it possible to have minorities
at all in a State? The question of
linguistic minorities might sound ridi-
culous for right n:ow, 'people ostensibly
speaking the same language are mur-
dering each other in Andhra Pradesh."
But assuming that this problem of
sub-regional nationalism is somehow
going to be resolved, the larger ques-
tion of linguistic minorities will still
remain. Mysore which ~ l,WS such
concern for the linguistic min~rities in
the border areas of Maharashtra and
is equally loud in its assurance of
security to the Marathi-speaking mino-
rity within its own boundaries, is
utterly callous about a border people
at the other end of the State. Mysore
protested strongly against adopting the
village as the unit and insisted that the
taluq ought to be the unit. On ihis
basis, Belgaum and Karwar would
remain in Mysore, presumably because
of the fact that outside the city of
Be1gaum, the Marathi-speaking popu-
lation is concentrated in the villagers.
But by the same token, Mysore would
lose a district like Kolar because
whatever the basic unit, be it village
or town Or taluq, this whole district
has a clear Telugu majority and nine
of its eleven taluqs also have a clear
Telugu majority. But Kolar is no
Belgaum; no roads lead from Kolar
to rich ports on the Arabian Sea;
Kolar district borders on Rayalaseema
of Andhra Pradesh, and shares with it~
its perennial famine .economy; and
there are no takers.

The second point is the obsession
with 'geographical contiguity'. For all
practical purposes, the various States
in the country are already acting like
sovereign States, though the assertion
of an independent spirit by a State
with a 'non-Congress' government is
seen as amounting to 'treason. But
that apart, we nowadays seem to be

r
for the 55% non-Marathi speaking."
people of Belgaum city. Later,"

. whenever the question of Goa's future
is going to come up, Mysore can play
its card of 'geographical contiguity'
and at least spoil Maharashtra's chan-
ces of incorporating Goa.

tated for the setting up of such a Com-
mission, suddenly found .that it had
got more than what it had bargained
for; and Mysore which had tried its
best to obstruct the appointment of a
commission found itself sitting pretty.
Belgaum and Karwar (to hell with
the large number of people in other
areas) would remain very much in
Mysore, even if one accepted the
Mahajan report.

The former Portuguese colony of
Goa, while still a great attraction for
rich (playboys from Bombay and other
remote places, remains a very poor,
underdeveloped State. The best of
its people regularly migrated to 'Bom-
bay and further afar; but even in
Bombay, the Goan immigrants were a
force to be reckoned with, when Goan
issues were considered.' The colonial
government almost as a rule tried to
isolate Goa from Bombay, for the
large number of Goan emigrants" poli-
tically conscious, wert; always consi-
dered a !possible threat to Portuguese
colonialism. You can't, of course,
suddenly discard 'hundreds and thou-
sands of people; but you can at least
make it physically difficult for them
to keep in close touch with back
home. So, the only links with the
hinterland were through Belgaum and
Karwar; the road to Ratnagiri, past
the' border post at Pernem, was
sparsely used even in the best of
times; and of course, for many years
before liberation" the only official point
of entry into Goa was via the Sada-
shivgarh outpost in the ,South, near
Karwar. The Maharashtra Govern-
ment, with all its talk, never did any-
thing to improve surface communica-
tions between Goa and Maharashtra,
because to do so would heavily cut
into the extremely profitable shipping
service between Panjim and Bombay,
a service monopolised by one of the
biggest capitalists of Goa and a
powerful supporter of the movement to
merge Goa into Maharashtra.

So, even' now, the only viable ~ur-
face connection to Goa is through
Belgaum and Karwar, and no wonder
Maharashtra wants to secure them.
Mysore of course has its own reasons
to keep the two towns under it, and
these are not exactly a great concern

MSP

Goa-The Real Prize

READING the public statements,
particularly by the leaders of

Maharashtra and Mysore, on the
boundary dispute between the two
States, one would imagine that ,the
real 'bone of contention' (the meta-
phor is used deliberately) is the city
of Belgium and its sunounding vil-
lages, and to a lesser extent, Karwar.
In a sense, of course, it is true; the
bickering revolves largely round these
two towns. But in actual fact, these
are only excuses, and the real prize
which the parties want to grab is Goa.
The sheer cultural chauvinism display-
ed by Maharashtra towards Goa and
its Konkani and Portuguese speaking
(people is only matched by the greed
shown by Mysore, especially for the
ifirst class harbour there.

What are the facts? The States
Reorganization Commission fixed the
present boundaries between Maha-
rashtra (then bi-lingual Bombay) and
Mysore in 1956, before the liberation
of Goa. Among other considerations,
the taluq was considered the basic unit
in determining the boundary. Maha-
rashtra demurred, but not too loudly,
and the 'border dispute' if any, was
dormant, the leading role being played
only by the representatives of the
people of the city of Belgaum .• Came
1961, Goa was liberated, and sud-
denly, the border became alive. A new
formul~-the Pataskar formula imple-

. mentcd successfully, to settle border
disputes between Andhra Pradesh
and Madras-was sought to be ap'
plied to this border as well. This
formula, among other things, consi-
dered the village as the basic unit ~n
determining boundaries. Mysore indig-
nantly rejected the validity of such an'
application. There followed further
bickerings, fasts and counterfasts,
faintly veiled threats uttered in Bom-
bay and Bangalore, and the appoint-
ment of the one-man Commission
consisting . of Justice Mahajan in
October 1966. When the report was
submitted in NovemlJer 1967, Maha-
ra~htra, which had all the while agi-



and his-well-wishers 'had expected. To
his good luck the opposition in UP is
not on!y thoroughly incompetent and
unimaginative, but bitterly divided. If
the performance of the opposition in
the recent session of the Assembly was
any guide, the possibilities of. Mr
Gupta's flabby establishment dragging
on for a full five-year term are high.

On every issue, however insignifi-
cant, the opposition was divided. The
trend was more marked on two issues
-the election of the Deputy Speaker
and the demand for taking the oath
in Urdu. On both issues, Mr Charan
Singh, leader of the opposition, belied
the hopes of his weIl-wisheFSwho had
left no stone unturned last year in prov-
ing that his defection was not moti-
vated by any lust for power but was a
revolt against the establishment.

Mr Charan Singh adopted an escap-
ist attitude on the oath issue. He did
not say a word inside or outside the
House on it, though most MLAs who
wanted to take the oath in Urdu be-
longed to his party. The central SSP
leadership did not want an SSP mem-
ber to accept the office of Deputy
Speaker. Mr Charan Singh went out of
the way to make the SSP member,
Mr Basudeo Singh, defect from the
party to accept the deputy speaker-
ship.

The opposition, never known for
any good work, presents a strange
spectacle this time. The SSP, which
was always looked upon as the "gen-
uine opposition" in V.P., is busy fight-
ing the BKD, the "B" team' of the Con-.
gress". The CPI (R), cut to only
four seats this time from 15 jn 1967,
is debating the reasons for the mauling
it had received.' The prciKtychief, 'Mr
S. A. Dange's services were also re-
.quisitioned at one of the marathon
sessions of the State Council for the
purpose. But the "causes" eluded
the poor Right Communists of UP.
Frustrated on its performance in the
mid-term poll in which it had been
reduced from 98 Assembly seats to
only 49, the Jana Sangh .is anxiously
waiting for the BKD to get dissillu-
sioned with the -Congress and tum to
Mr Nanaji Desh~ukh for a joint stra-
tegy. Mr Charan Singh and Nlr
Deshmukh are known admirers of

C. K. ARORA

WHEN the U.P. State Assembly
adopted by voice vote the motion

of thanks to the Governor's address,
Mr C. B. Gupta's Congress Govern-
ment escaped the fate it had met in
1967.

The opposition parties, including
Mr Charan Singh's BKD, did not dare
to demand division when the motion
was put to vote, though they had been
disputing the Congress clajm of
majority and its right to instal a
Ministry,

Whatever the future may hold for
Mr Gupta, that he will remain in
power at least for the next four or
five months is a sure bet. Before the
termination of the session, the Gov-
ernment got passed five months'
"vote on account". This gives Mr
Gupta the right to be at the helm of
affairs of the country's most back-
ward State-economically and other-
wise-for the period. The five-month
lease will help Mr Gupta's henchmen
who are busy augmenting the numeri-
cal strength of the party in the
Assembly.

The most powerful weapon in Mr
Gupta's armoury to contain some
ambitious and power-hungry party
MLAs is the ministerial posts that he
has purposefully kept vacant. The ex-
pansion of the 16-member Govern-
ment, all Cabinet ministers, is possible'
any 'day. Mr Gupta is dangling the
carrot of Cabinet expansion too fre-
quently. Not a single day has pasSed
since the adjournment of the Assem-
bly when he has not made a statement
about the possible expansion.

It is a well-known fact that Mr
Gupta is bereft of all those virtues
which had kept Mr Sukhadia in power
in Rajasthan. He will not do anything
that will endear him with the masses.
But he has a tremendous capacity to
do things against the public interest.
Besides, there are signs of his retain-
ing power for a period fnore than he
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terribly Concerned with geographical,
contiguities. In the old princely Uttar Pradesh
State of Mysore, there used to be a

" taluq called Pavgada, almost entirely Lease, For C. B. Gupta
surrounded by the Presidency of Mad-
ras, and there were never any reports
of insecurity in that region. Come to
think of it, where is the surface link
between North Bengal and Calcutta,
aU through Bengal territory? Maha-
rashtra's anxiety to secure Belgaum
and Karwar and so really surround
Goa completely (their only exit would
be the Arabian Sea then) is sympto-
matic of a new trend. It is part old-
fashioned imperialism, but here, a
situation is sought to be created when
further manoeuvres could be justified
on groun "'Df geographic contiguity.
It also p_trays a certain insecurity-
as imperialists, we are still to learn a
lot-almost as if Maharashtra's claim
on Goa would be less than perfectly
legitimate if no surface links are
shown to exist between Goa and
Maharashtra. One of the arguments
seriously put forward by those who
are opposed to the 'dismemberment of
Assam' is that in the event of a Hill
State being formed, the surface links
between Gauhati and Upper Assam
would be cut. It is of course non-
sense; it so happens that a very short
stretch of the Assam Trunk Road falls
in the Khasi and Jaintia district, and
there are no indications that road
blocks are going to be put up there as
soon as the Hill State is created. Per-
haps the fear is not very genuine; but
it is nonetheless a pointer. With so
much of 'trust' existing between peo-
ple, with Mr Naik feeling insecure
about laying claim to Goa without
first having physical access to it, one
might even ask if indeed we are 'one'
people; but that, I fear, is going to be
an act of treason.
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His emissary, Mr Vdit Narain
Sharma, has already been shuttling
between Mr Dinesh Singh and Mr
Charan Singh in this connection for
the last four months. B~t the diffi-
culty is that Mr Dinesh Sin , howso-
ever strong he may be in New Delhi
politics, is a non-entity as far Congress
affairs in the State are concerned. In
u.P. affairs, it is Mr Gupta whose
writ runs.

,made Mr Charan Singh give up his /'
hostile attitude towards the Congress
which, in his own words is the cause
of aU that is bad in V.P.
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Soft-Pedalling
Mr Charan Singh was keen to

topple the Congress Ministry at the
beginning. But the threat of defections
from the party MLAs on the subject
made him recant. It was here that the
Jat leader embarked on a policy of
soft-pedalling his main adversary in the
State's politics, Mr C. B. Gupta.

The policy of reconciliation was
evident when on March 26, while re-
plying to the discussion on the motion
of thanks, Mr Charan Singh did not
utter a word against Mr Gupta and
instead concentrated his (lire against
the Deputy Chief Minister, Kamalapa-
pathi Tripathi, and one of the much ju-

each other. The PSP, undoubtedly nior Ministers, Mrs Vidyavati Rathore.
an insignificant party, will have no' He charged Mr Tripathi with seeking
truck with the BKD. Its leaders say "police help" in the election and Mrs
it is a matter of principfe. The argu- Rathore with securing the release on
ment of "principle",' and that too in parole of a convicted dacoit, Tehsildar
u.P. politics, does not convin9..,e any- Singh, son of the dacoit Man Singh, The frustrated Jat leader is now
one. to canvass support for her. Both the looking for an "honourable oppor-

Ministers immediately denied the tunity" to sneak back into the Con-
charges on the floor of the House. gress. He told Pressmen, though off

The greatest disappointment for the record, that the BKD would return
Mr Charan Singh came on March 21 to the Congress fold if the Congress
whl:;n his BKD's legislature p~,J;tyre- Working Committee made a formal
fused to endorse a resolution of the I appeal.
State executive of the party authoris-
ing him to explore the possibilities
of toppling the Congress Government.
About 30 MLAs argued at the meet-
ing that there was no need for such
an adventure when the other non-
Congress parties were averse to
coalescing with the BKD. They felt
that the toppling of the Congress
Government without an alternative
would be a dangerous Istep, quite
against the democratic traditions. This



CHARAN GUPTA

'*',

"
The trouble is, in this debilitating

game, nobody can really win; ulti-
mately, what clinches issues are one's
judgment and scale of values. For if
you quote Lenin at me, I, can bark
back at you another quotation from
Lenin; a passage from Mao Tse-tung
can be countered by a different pas-
sage from Mao Tse-tung. Statements
can be torn away from the context,
interpretations can be so managed as
to shed a relatively favourable light
on my dogma as against yours, pole-
mics revolve round what can only be
called rigid, absolute positions. No
quarters are given, just as none are
asked for either. - Right, Left, adhe-
rents of the N axalbari line: it is
the same virus everywhere. A while
ago I mentioned about imported
models; none have morJ blind faith
in such models than the thedrem-
mongers amongst the communi~t
functionaries. I say this only in half-
jest: the Left movement in this coun-
try would have grown much _faster
and much more effectively if some-
how the volumes depicting the his-
tory of the communist parties in
foreign ,countries could' be stopped
from coming to our shores. Historical
situations differ, the conglomerations
of events leading to substantial deve-
lopments of one sort or al}.other are
never identical between country a and
country b, the coincidences can be
the same or similar only in the rarest
of circumstances, the personalities in-
volved often have widely divergent
characteristics, so that one perhaps is

abracadabra of democratic centralism,
the big leaders consider themselves
incarnations of .Lenin and Mao Tse-
tung;. they prepare pompous tracts
in execrable, learned-sounding lan-
guage; the middle leadership catches
on to the idea, the multiplier pro-
cess is set to work, and cadres, who
could have better lsltilised their time
by going to the fields ,and factories
to strengthen the movement at the
grassroots, get themselves bogged in
ethereal debates over whether they
have' arrived at the stage of national
democratic movement or popular de-
mocratic movement or what-have-you.

Diary

And the leadership -also remains
self-perpetuating. There is a great
danger in having such a perennial
bunch of leaders who have lost their
mass base.' Since the bother of work-

. ing on mass fro~ts is, no longer there
for them, these gentlemen blossom·
forth as great theoreticians. Leaders
who are otherwise unemployed find
sublimation in the preparation ; of
theses. Besides, theses invite counter-
theses and alternative theoretical for-
mulations multiply in direct propor-
tion to the number of leaders who
are without any personal mass fol-
lowing worth the name. Like Marx's
famous philosophers, these Marxist
leaders keep on interpreting the
'objective' Indian situation. Ego
clashes with other egoes; what in
plain language will be dubbed petti-
fogging is enshrined with holy foot-
notes; meanwhile the world outside
changes on its own without waiting'
for the communist functionaries.

The disease spreads. Indian con-
formism gets enmeshed 'with the

communist functionaries are without
any mass base of their own, their
constituencies having slipped beyond
their charm. They have been over-
taken' by history; in some cases, they
have been victims of their own in-
competence. Meanwhile, the move-
mene has grown in other areas, new
cadres have come; at the middle and
down levels, several workers of
proven competence have emerged,
capable of providing purposeful
leadership; new ideas keep simmer-
ing. But all this is anathem~ to the
established leadership. ~The gentle-
men at the top make cynical use of
the movement's expanding base to
which expansion their own contribu-
tion is nothing. But they will not
allow new men to come up from be-
low and contribute to the processes
of policy-making. Thus while the
movement grows, the leadership re-
mains moribund.

Calcutta

OLD man de Gaulle chose to make
the referendum an issue of pres-

tige. He has lost and resigned and
the Fifth Republic may be thrown
into another first-rate political crisis.
W'hich also reminds me that this, the
.first week of May, was the time last
year when the brash young students
were on the point of bringing about,
all by themselves, a new Fre'nch Re-
volution. That they did not quite
pull it off was not their £~ult. I still
think it is all bosh to suggest that the
'objectiv:-~ factors were not right for
a proper insurrection, and that is the
reason why the students failed ulti-
mately. If by 'objective' factors are
meant such phenomena as commu-
nist functionaries developing cold feet,
certainly the assertion would be cor-
rect. But very few revolutions round
the world have been made by com-
munist functionaries. Especially by
remaining too long as functionaries,
they often tend to lose ,touch with

,Ahe dominant passions of the popu-
lace. This certainly had happened
with the gentlemen of the Commu-
nist Party in France last year.

'*' '*'
I won't for a moment say that im-

ported models will fit in snugly for
analysing the political situation here.
But analogous problems do arise.
Take our two communist parties.
One of them still retains the appa-
ratchik of the politbureau as the
highest policy-making and policy-
enforcing body; the other, I under-
stand, has evolved the concept of a
central secretarial, which however in
practice operates very much like a
politbureau. Anyway, there are rough-
ly one score gentlemen constituting
these highest bodies in, the two par-
ties. At least three-quarters of them,
I am more or less certain, have been'
there, for donkey's years; and they
are there not on account of any his-
torical inevitability, but because of
historical inertia. Non-dialectical re-
liques from the past, many of these
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This is then the gravamen of my
charge against the ideologues in this
city : . ~hey are incapable of organis-
ing a revolution, they are incapable
of organising even a dress rehearsal
of a revolution, all they are capable
or organising are make-believe farces.
')'00 many revolutionary cooks have

The Press

COMMENTATOR

THE United Front Government
cannot complain of neglect from

newspapers, though the nature of
publicity cannot be to its liking. For
days before the visit of Mr Ajoy
Mukherjee and Mr Jyoti Basu to New
Delhi the newspapers were full of their
version of what was happening in
West Bengal. These were meant as
curtain-raisers of sorts and guidelines
for the Centre. The actual talks were
reported with elaboration ~enerally
reserved for visiting foreign digni-
taries. After the visit an assessment
has started of what the UF intentions
are. Some papers have reported with
gusto the women's demonstration
organised by the Jana Sangh against
Mr Basu over the alleged incidents at
Rabindra Sarobar stadium. That the
demonstrators arrived in trucks was
mentioned by all papers; perhaps they
overlooked its implication that the
demonstration was planned and not
spontaneous. The demonstration was
a part of the attempt to put the UF
leaders in the dock. Graver charges
were levelled against them, and some
columnists went to the length of sug-
gesting that the UF Ministry should
be dismissed by the Centre without
any further delay.

The first shot was fired by Nandan
Kagal in The Indian Express. The
article has been much talked of be-
cause Kagal has given a new interpre-
tation of the UF's so-called confron-
tation with the Centre; he has accused
the UF Government of adopting the
"tactics of alienation" which is a
euphemism for playing upon Bengali
chauvinism. Kagal says Dacca's slo-
gan, "Awake Bengal, Arise Bengal",
has not yet been raised in Calcutta,
but what Mr Jyoti Basu has been
saying is not very different. Mr Basu
knows the strength of regionalist pre-
judices and passions and is exploiting
them in the most outrageous manner.
The purpose is to make the people of

Plea For DisDlissal

already spoiled the broth ,here. If,
on this anniversary of their insur-
gency, I feel differently about the
French students, it is because they
did not allow oral fulminations take
precedence over their specific acts; all
the gr,eater shame that they were
betrayed in the manner they were.
Similarly, Kanu Sanyal and Jangal
SanthaI and their immediate collea-
gues will remain as heroes with us
because they took several steps beyond
the ideologues and attempted to con-
vert an idea into an act: those whose
known exploits until now have been
confined to air dashes to New Delhi
are hardly in a position to label such
men as adventurists. No, hail to the
adventurists, but then that does not
mean that one's approbation 'has to
extend to the adventure-mongers who
breathe revolutionary fire while cosily
camping in Calcutta-or, for that
matter, in Siliguri.

* *
Between the Scylla of careerism and

the Charybdis of adventurism, for
the present I can discdver very little
difference: the same cross-section
of leadership; identical inv?cation of
sterile theory; the same techniques of
agitation; parallel sets of journals,
but written more or less in the same
manner; the hurling of more or less
the same set of invectives. It could
not be otherwise: the party func-
tionaries have raised and trained as
much the people who are the believers
in Theorem X as the people whq be-
lieve in Theorem Y. The slogans
may vary, but the cliches do not, so
much so that often one gets the
eerie feeling that Shri A is politically
arraigned against Shri B not because
he hates the latter's theory, but sim-
ply because he hates the latter's guts.
Besides, just as when the grapes are
sour, some people turn revolution-
ary, similarly there are others who
urge caution when their own class in-
terests are in danger of being
affected.

But-and this. is the clincher-all
of them will want us to go and jump
in the lake, alias Rabindra Sarobar
requiem for dissent, requie~ for fun-
poking.

**

able to leal}1 very little of revolu-
tionary strategy by gulping down the
history of communist movemenfs else-
where. But one does get round to
making acquaintance with the formal
trappings mentioned in the narra-
tive; one gets to know about the
purges, the liquidations, the violent
mutual recriminations. There may
be no revolution around, let us then
at least get ensconced in ersatz plea-
sure: Jet us at least call one another
names.

Of course, in recent months it has
been going beyond calling one ano-
ther names. There has been much
sporadic violence. This, I submit,
has nothing to do with the tradition
of revolutionary movements, but is
very much a part of the Bengali heri-
tage. Gang warfare is not just the
story of Manhattan's West Side; from
our childhood days, we have been

. witnessing the explosion of you.thful
passion into utterly senseless forms of
individual as well as group violence.
The only difference between the hap-
penings today and those during our
times is that when we fought with
hockey sticks and acid bulbs, we
would not quote Lenin, Stalin or Mao
Tse-tung, nor would the politbureau
pass pontifical resolulions on the dia-
lectical merits and demeTits of par-
ticular street rights.



be, to demonstrate cpr (M)'s con-
tempt tor established ordt?r. Nonethe-
less, they are serious. "It is time
now for the Centre to act resolutely
and scotch the move to bring its
authority into ridicule." Were the
UF to stumble and fall after a time,
having countenanced meanwhile law-
lessness and violence, what turn would
politics in Bengal take? Would the
Maoists attempt a takeover or would
there be a possibility of reinstating a
constitutional government? And wolJ,ld
such a government be then able to
restore law and order and recreate a
feeling of security in people's minds?
What could be the alternative? This
is the 64 dollar question.

Which People?
The Hindustan Times has noted

that besides raising its employees'
pay scales the West Bengal Govern-
ment has so far displayed little initia-
tive in constructive 'Projects. There is
tireless talk in the name of "the peo-
ple". Which people? Those who
lost a day's earnings in a fatuous .
Bandh? Or those, including women,
looted and molested in the Rabindra
Sarobar Stadium incident respecting
which the State Government has tar-
dily and reluctantly been pushed by
an angry 'public opinion into ordering
a judicial inquiry? Addressing a
teachers' conference a few days ago
the Deputy Chief Minister, Mr Jyoti
Basu, talked of the people being the
State Government's source of strength
when referring to its demand for more
powers and resources. Mr Basu also
asked the teachers for help and cc--
operation against the Centre. Thisl VI-fls
an open invitation to them' to- aban-
don their class-rooms for more a,dven-
turous pursuits.' Now the State
Information and Public Relations
Minjster has declared that the Gov-
ernment intends to arm "conscious,

.responsible, and organised" students
during emergencies. If the UF Gov-
ernment is planning to encourage
anarchy or subversion or confrontation
with the Centre thorough extra-consti-
tutional means, the sinister significance
of the State Minister's statements
should not be' lost on anyone. This
sort of talk is not merely irresponsible,
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in the West Bengal Government and
its known sympathies for the libera-
tion movement in East Pakistan do
not lead to the conclusion that a united
Bengal is imminent, the stakes, in
any case, i:lre much too high. If by
any mischance, a united State came
into being outside the Indian Union,
it would pose_ a grave political and
economic threat to the whole country.
FOr one thing, it would isolate the
territories beyond and expose them
to surrounding eddies of communism,
difficult to withstand, and for ano-
ther, it would deprive India of the
'foreign exchange the area contribu es
from exports of tea and jute goods,
the heavy engineering complex in
Calcutta and its environs, and the
steel mill and coal mines in West
Bengal. All this is said by 'Chanda
by way of introduction. His main
thesis is that the people of West Ben-
gal chose theUF as the only party
other than the Congress which could
give :political and economic stability.
They would go by results and
not bother how it was brought
about - whether due to the in-
difference of the Centre or inepti-
tude of the State Government. This
loss of confidence would inevitably
react on the law and order situation.
Its loose bonds would become further
loosened. Maoism is spreading its
roots -qnhindered deep into the recep-
tive soil of West Bengal and in the
minds of young intellectuals, educated

•unemployed; the deprived and the dis-
enchanted. Mr Jyoti Basu finds him-
self in a cleft stick; neither can he
disavow his revolutionary faith nor
refrain from using the police to contain
the situation. The expedient of de-
ploying party volunteers instead has
taken the dispute to the streets of
Calcutta and the university campuses,
resulting in violent clashes between
the votaries of the two parties, remi-
niscent of tribal warfare in the North-
West Frontier. Whatever be the
dilemma of Mr Jyoti Basu, would the
country view 'Yith unconcern the
happenings in West Bengal, the "un-
declared war" as Mr Jyoti Basu says?
These may well be diversionary tac-
tics to draw attention away from
internecine party troubles; or, it may

Bengal feci that whatever difficulties
they have are the results of deliberate
ileglect by a Union Government alierl
to the people of Bengal. Having
assumed the mantle of West Bengal's
saviour Mr Basu has' promised
the people of the State that he will
soon make certain demands on the
Centre on their behalf. If these
demands are not met, the UF Govern-
ment might have to launch an agita-
tion to bring the Centre to its senses,
and in this high task Mr Basu will
expect every Bengali to do his duty.
Mr Basu might as well have ended
his demagogic speech by shouting
"Awake Bengal, Arise Bengal". Ac-
cording to Kagal, Mr Basu's main
task is to subvert the authority of the
Centre, aJ,).nate the people of West
Bengal from the Union Gov~rnment,
and generally create conditions inimi-
cal to economic growth and progress.
If the economic crisis consequently
deepens in West Bengal, this, too, will
suit Mr Basu and his Communist
colleagues. After all, Marx prophe-
sied increasing pauperisation of the
masses and Mr Basu cannot let Marx
down by helping to falsify the pro-
phecy. Moreover, what is bad for the
people is good for the party, since
increasing pauperisation will radica-
lise the masses and create the objective
conditions for the Communist revolu-
tion. Kagal asks the Centre not to
forget that it has a superior mandate
from the people of India. - Among
other things this mandate makes it the
duty of the Centre to repluse any overt
Or covert threat to the country's sys-
tem of government. Thepro'per res-
ponse to a State Government which
refuses to fulfil its constitutional obli-
gations to the Union is "to remove it
from office". Whether such a &tep
would be 'popular with the people of
West Bengal is not really relevant.
Neither Mr Basu's United Front nor
even the people of Bengal can be
allowed to dictate to the Union or
destroy its constitutional discipline.

By some coincidence Asok Chanda
writing in The Times of India has
also brought in East Pakistan ,while
dealing with the prpblem that is West
Bengal. Though he says that the
dominant position of the CPI (M)



it is dangerou. The country has been
duly warned. Let the West Bengal
Government' know that no kind of
"red guardism" or cultural revolution
will be consistent with its responsibili-
ties and obligations under the Consti-
tution.

The Statesman has found a credi-
,bility gap regarding the UF Govern-
ment's intentions or policy. The
paper has a<;cused the Government
of adopting double standards in
ordering an inquiry into the 'police
action in connection with the commu-
nal trouble near the paper's office in
January while declining, "and rightly",
an inquiry into the police firing at
Telinipara. The Durgapur record will
hardly justify Mr Basu's insistence on
the point that the Centre should trust
the State Government entirely for
maintaining security and order in
public undertakings and stop station-
ing or using other forces of its own
to protect its personnel and pwperty.
Apart from the legal or constitutional
:aspects of this demand, the public is
anxiously watching the apparently
changing role and responsibilities of
the guardians of law and order. Row-
dyism has been on the increase and
there are daily reports of clashes
among rival groups in and around
Calcutta resulting in daylight murders
and lawlessness. Basing its com-
ment on a report since contradicted
by Mr Basu the paper says, if rowdies
pose themselves (as they invariably
do) as workers of political parties,
Mr Basu's advice is that police should,
on the basis of their own reports, con-
'mIt the parties before taking action.
Apparently only senior Central officers
can be promptly arrested and hand-
cuffed without any such consideration
being shown to them. The introduc-
tion of this extraneous element would
hardly be conducive to the preserva-
tion of morale or effective exercise of
authority on the part of the P9lice,
even if there was a unified political
party at the helm; with the internecine
quarrels among the constituent units
of the UF, which can sometimes be
carried to braeT .extremes, it is not
surprising that the police and other
local officials feel par~ysed by uncer-
tainty about their duties.

Look Stranger

G. G.

TOURISTS tend to sum up the
reality of a country after sight-

seeing the places "to see" listed in a
gu\de-book. Tourism enables you to
assert that you know lndia~for ex-
ample-just because you have seen
the Taj or the big banyan tree. These
days' knowledge is not sought for it-
self but for the social consideration to
which it may lead. The important
thing is not to know but to pretend to
know or convince others that you
know. It is not ,necessary to search
for details; to catch a glimpse of gene-
ralities is enough. So the tourist is
involved in a race to see as> many
things as it is possible to see in the
short time at his disposal. He may
not know anything about architecture
but he must see monuments; he may
be as materialistic as one can be but
.he must visit temples, etc. 'It becomes
so boring. But then there is the con-
solation offered by his acquaintances
at home gaping at him when he tells
them his "adventures" and show them
his slides. The tourist does not know
any more how to see. He knows only
how to take photographs.

Coming to India through an official
technical scheme, I was in fact kept
away· from such behaviour. My out-
look was quite different.

B'ut, first, remember: France, last
May-J une: the courrtry shaken to the
foundations by what was originally a
turmoil started by a handful of stu-
dents. The image of stability _that
Gaullism tried to achieve vis-a-vis the
entire world and for posterity was,
suddenly crumbling. Like gas com-
pressed for too long the people (main-
ly young ones) released all their re-
pressed energy in a genuine democratic
bacchanalia. Freeqom of speech, free-
dom of gathering! On the walls of
the Sorbonne one wrote "Imagination
takes the power". Euphoria was in
both the hearts and minds of men.

You remember all that because you
have been told about the evolution of
the crisis and its deep meaning, how
the industrial pattern of society ·leads

to unhappiness. You must have all
read many an article for and against
the "consumption society". .

Just imagine how boundless our
hopes could be. We were sure, for a
while, that this romantic festival of
youth, this marvellous intellectual com-
munion was the beginning of the new
era we had been waiting for. We got
the idea that a socialist movement had
started and that it was likely to be
successful.

You know that it failed. But not
only that. Some of us realised that
socialism in itself was no more the
solution of our problems, that, for sol-
ving them, it was not more adequate
that capitalism, because these prob-
lems were actually not of economic
contradictions only. They were philo-
sophicaL

One has to 'lind a new way, a new
socialism, we can say, which should
not be only along political or econo-
mic patterns but should open on to a
humanistic vision of society. In my
opinion, this discovery, if any; will not
take place in the Occident, in a West-
ern mind. Conditioned as we are
already, wr- have lost the purity neces-
sary for its achievement. It seems that
WesteJ:n people can do nothing but
bear the fate of their civilisation which
leads them towards a decadence com-
parable to the decline of the Roman
Empire.

"If there is a hope, it lies in the
proles", wrote George Orwell in his
analysis of an eventual-if not pos-
sible-society occuring in "1984".

The same for us : if there was a
hope for this world, it also lay in its
proles which are the so-called under-
developed countries. Not yet crushed
by the burden of modernity, it seemed
it was still possible for them to achieve
it, thanks to the strength of their own
culture.

The two assets required are the ex-
,istence of this culture and the will
power and the possibility of opposing'
it to the invading Western way of life.

I thought a good example of this
kind of test was to be found in India,
so famous in Europe for her culture.
I expected from this country a shower
of creative mysticism which should
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INthe last quarter af the ninete«nth
century, Bangabasi, a Bengali

weekly, was so. papular in Bengal that
it became practically synanymaus with
newspapers and periadicals. ~ Its circu-
latian reached 30,OOO-an unheard af
figure thase days.' Despite its rather
conservative stand an Hinduism,
Bangabasi understa'?d the popular

National Awakening And
The Bangabasi

a matter af redistribu.ting wealth and
it may l5e necessary to. resort to vio-
lence for salving it. But the difficul-
ties which came afterwards are' far
mare stiff. At that stage the questions
which. will be asked are philasophical
anes : How to avoid the fatalism af
the economic laws which bind us to
growth and productivity? How to
avaid the excessive urbanis~tian which
emphasizes the human conflicts?
How to preserve; besides the sa-
called progress which is a grinding-
mill af human values, the basic spiri-
tual heads af man? How to. restare
the individual values in a mess?
And so. an.

From that viewpoint the revalution
of the future will not be a matter af
guns and armed struggle. Ir may take
place at the level of the brain. We
shall need a new ideolagy. Many
Western intellectuals have lost faith in
it. They think that no answer is to be
faund to these questions. They think
the anly way would be to end this race
towards progress, to. come back to the

,sources, to loak for recession. But
even that is impassible. Far we can-
not wipe out aUr memaries.

The example af India has demons-
trated what can be taken as a general
Jaw. There is essential inconsistency
between the .-necessities of "progress"
and the cultures of the past which have
to be sacrificed at the alter of indus-
trial-age glory.

If all this is true, we are gradually
sliding tawards the abyss af nathing-
ness. And we cannat avoid it. We
can do. nathing but dress aur death.

New Invader
It is spreading all over the warld,

it is the new invader af India. But it
cannot be compared with the invaders
of the past because of its super-pawer.
Even if English culture, for example,
has damaged the Indian one, the latter
was strong enaugh to. try at least to.
achieve a synthesis between the two
worlds. But such a synthesis is no
more possible in the present candi-
tians. In the long way there is no
choice af values. Indians have to ac-
cept Western "imperialism", then dis-
appear. It will be easier, as they are
already dying. For what remains of
Indian culture is anly a stump of past
glory, a dead body of traditions im-
posed by society rather than accepted
by the heart af the individuals.

I spent a very bad moment, ane

pervade my mind and bring some night, here. I went to see an English
water into the well of my hopes. . film which happened to deal only with

I was sent to an industrial area. I sex, gadgets, paradise of Western con-
found there the same people I had fled sumption and so on. To see in that
from in my country. They were the dark house; people of a country which
actual reproduction af their French begot the Vedas, Upanishads and
colleagues. Equally dried up,. they also aestheties, enjoying this awful movie
think of the world in economic terms: was for me an intellectual explosion.
growth, productivity, management. I was attending the murder of the past ..
They do not think af the nation, for At the same time a terrific monster was
which in fact they do not care-it is being born-an ugly future. There is
nothing but an alibi to plea their own much to say about the "colonialism"
economic quest. They have already of Indian minds by movies,
entered the era in which what one The reality of India is at present
"has" is more important than what political. It is in that 'field that some-
one "is". thing may be built up at least in the

One may be tempted to object. short run. So for the Indian intelli-
"Don't look only at these peQple, they gentsia, it is a field in which hopes of
are a very small part of India. They a revolution lie embedded, a revolu-

I don't give th exact picture of the tion that may take place in ,a few
country". True. Judging from their years, setting up what one may wish
salaries they form only twa per cent to. be a genuine sacialist regime, nei-
af the whale populatian. But in spite ther Russian nor Chinese but an Indian
of that they are typical af the evolu- one. But'-ance this stage is achieved,
tian-aren't they the vanguard af the the true problepls af the madern world

, cauntry? I mean the ecanomic van- will come, the same problems ane
guard, but nowadays' it is the anly ane faces when ane gets camfart and
which deserves notice. The warld is amenities which are already seen in
no. more, led by men but by processes Western countries (nat yet for every-
which are upon them, though ariginal- body: that is why a social change is
ly created by them. This phenomenon required in the first stage). It is true
precisely is'the negatian of culture (by that ownership af cars, houses, wash-
wh:ch man may rule his enviranment). ing-machines may be accampanied by
This is the na-culture which has al- alienation, but one must at least get
ready been put into practice in the them before, to. understand it.
West. We may imagine, haping for the

best, that it will be realised everywhere
in the warld. The 'first cansequence
will be to change our visian of this
world. It will be no. more an earth
where conflicts between different cul-
tures will take place. So far as cul-
ture is concerned, unity will be there.
Unity is nothingness. Everybody will
worship the same gods, grawth, pra-
ductivity, cansumptians.

However, and it is perhaps ane af
aur last hopes-this 'pracess af unifor-
mity may be strong enough to cansti-
tute a potential vela city af contesta-
tion. Either it will be stifled by con-
ditioning, or it could be the seed of a
new way af life, of a new man.

The aim af revolution is to set up,
as far as possible, more social justice
in countries where it takes place. The
problem they have to. salve is quite
simple, at least in its statement. It is



Tyrone) is careworn and nervous as
feels she is unable to cope with the
buffetings of a stormy household. She
is forced to take refuge in morphine.

The play begins with Mary Tyrone's
return from hospital, fully restored in
health. Seeing her thus recovered
from her drug addiction the rest of
her family is relieved and happy. But
Mary Tyrone herself fails to reflect the
feelings around her. There is evidence
of tension and worry so that her jour-
ney back into the fog is almost to be
expected. The action begins with
breakfast anp ends that same night
with Jamie returning home totally
drunk and Mary taking an extra
strong dose of morphine to kill "all
the pain."

Coming to the Amateur's produc·.
tion staged in the basement theatre
of Kala Mandir one was taken com-
pletely by surprise at the casting of
the play. Unlike other arts which are
expressive the theatre is an inter>pre-
tative form. It is difficult enough to
make words express one's own
thoughts accurately. How much more
difficult does it become when we try
to interpret those of some one else?
O'Neill knew the magnitude of the
task he was setting anyone who wan-
ted to produce Long Day's Journey
and therefore provided detailed infor-
matioh. It was unfortunate that the
Amateurs chose to disregard the
author's indications and instructions.

Let us examine James Tyrone. He
is 65, looks 10 years younger. John
Clapham who took the part looked 70
and acted 80. James Tyrone has a
military bearing. John Clapham
looked asthmatic and gasped through-
out the play. James Tyrone shows
the actor in speech, movement and
gesture. John Clapham shuffled and
often muffled his words. With so much
contrariness between producer and
author it was to be expected that the
play would suffer, fpr suffer it did.
John Clapham is an intelligent and ex- /'
perienced actor and to suit his own
interpretation he set a pace which
forced others to follow, thus com-
-plete1yslowing down th~ tempo of the
play.

Although Pamela Perks is perhaps
the only actress available experience!!

By OUR DRAMA CRITIC

Long Day's Jo~rney
Into Night

feeling and gave .expression to it. It
fought a sustained battle against the
British for our political, economic and
spiritual freedom. Predictab\y, the
paper had to face the wrath of the
British and the case in which the pro-
prietor, editor, printer and others THE irony of the theatre is that
were charged with sedition became a . although it is make-believe it
cause celebre throughout not only India demands total conviction from those
but also found its echo in England. that work in it seriously. It is for

. Eventually, the government wall forced this reason that great moments are
to withdraw the case. achieved not by voice or gesture,

The golden period of Bangabasi lighting or music but by flashes of
was from 1883 to 1898 when Krishna understanding and belief. It was thus
.Chandra Banerjee edited the paper. that David Algar's Jamie, despite his
He was a man of inflexible principles, unconvincing I drunkenness, provided
fearless in his convictions and an able the most moving scene in the dying
writer. His contributions to the cause moments of the play. He understood
of lndian journalism and the freedom what he was saying and having un-
struggle were considerable. derstood conveyed what he felt.

Unfortunately, both Bangabasi and If an actor has played Torvald
its editor are unknown to the present Helmer in A Doll's House and the
generation. A recent book on Father in Six Characters in Search of
Indian journalism mentions the an Author he would feel that James
Bangabasi case in passing, refers to Tyrone is not beyond his measure.
the name of the proprietor, Jogendra- But if an actress has made a success
nath Bose and makes no mention of of Madame Alving in Ghosts and
Krishna Chandra at all. It is scored with Nora in A Doll's House
most welcome that Mr Shyamananda her approach to Mary Tyrone would
Banerjee, son of Krishna Chandra, still be fraught with anxiety; for Mary
has come forward to rescue Bangabasi Tyrone is a study in shades and the,
and its editor from oblivion. The shades are ever so delicate-like fleet-
really interesting and valuable part of ing clouds across the sky with but a
the book, in fact the bulk of it, is glimpse of sunlight right at the begin-
concerned with the Bangabasi case. ning of the play.
The author has given a blow-by-blow _ Long Day's Journey into Night
account of the case and the stir it reads like a prose poem and sounds
created from court proceedings, re- like a piece of music. Its sad beauty
ports in the leading Indian papers lies in its fidelity to art and proximity
and in British papers like The Times, to life'. It is earthy without being
,St. James Gazette, the Globe and mundane, it is daily experience and
other papers. yet not commonplace. It is a sweet

The real value of the book lies in song because it tells of sad thoughts.
the fact that it throws light, as Dr James Tyrone is an ex-matinee idol
Suniti Kumar Chatterjee has said, on whose current occupation is dealing in
one of the neglected byways of the real estate. His wife Mary Tyrone
freedom struggle. Its value would was once an aspiring concert pianist
have been greater if the author could who dreamt of becoming a nUl}.
have handled the material with greater Jamie, their older son, is an actor
competence and made its prose suc- through his father's influence and a
cinct and readable. Certain gram- drunkard through his own frustration.
matical solecisms, which could have Edmund, the you~ger boy, is a con-
been elim:nated with a little care, sumptive 'Partly due to his {father's
also irritate '~he reader. While the stinginess and partly due to his own
effort to insert an index could not be 'dissipation. The men of the family
more welcomel the p}lblishers should are all self-willed and nurse their own
have done a better job of it. personal predilections.' Because she

P. R. G. feels for them all, the mother (Mary
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Graphic Arts

Julius's powQrful 'WeepIng For the
Partisan', Dallosova's· beautiful wood-
cuts of the houses and streets of Bra-
tislava, Stubna's 'With Manure' and
Strba's delicately sketched figure of a
woman called 'Breeze.' ,

Among the coloured illustrations,
Fulla has three beautiful pieces, gay
and playfu1. Among the others, men-
tion should be made of Kelenberger's
black and yellow seascape. called 'By
the Atlantic', Pavlickova's 'The Grand-
mothers of Our Grandmother',
Zmetak's 'By the Fire', and Lebis's
picturesque 'Night' showing foresters
relaxing beside decorative trees under
the starry sky.

The art of glass-making in Czecho-
slovakia is among the best in the
world. The few specimens of glasses,
plain, decorative and enamelled, dis-
played show that this tra.ditional art
flourishes in all its excellence.

Before ending, the 'reviewer should
like to point out that in mounting the
exhibition, the sponsors have done a
half-hearted job. The display of the ex-
hibits of graphic arts is so shoddy that
it could have killed an exhibition of
a lesser merit. Besides, the sponsors
owed it to the visitors to provide some
background information on contem-
porary graphic arts and on the a:rtists
represented. Such relevant details
would not only have helped the
visitors In understanding the exhibits
but also in enjoying them.

Letters

'Our Comnlonwealth'
The Editor, Current Affairs

(BBC) is reported (Frontier, AprilS)
to have said that the escape, in the
next train; of culprits who beat np
and humiliated an Indian couple on a
North London underground station
made it impossible for the police or
the station authorities to take any
action.

The trains on London underground
stations on Saturdays and Sundays
which are closed days have a time gap
of 20-30 minutes and ~n instant affray
cannot be said to be beyond the reach
of the police or sta.tion authorities. The
police are highly p::ejudiced and partial
where Indians are involved. When t

IN our' country rarely do we have
the opportunity of seeing even

stray examples of contemporary gra-
phic arts of a country like Czecho-
slovakia. The Indo-Czechoslovak
Cultural Society (West Bengal) are,
therefore, to be congratulated for
organizing the current exhibition of
cOJ;1tempora:rygraphic arts of Czecho-'
slovakia on a representative scale.

There are 138 itemi'. on show:
sketches, woodcuts and illustrations in
the woodcut technique, lithographs,
prints ,etc., in monochrome and co-
lour. Not all the items are of a high
excellence but the best ones have both
power and beauty. Apart from those
with political and social content, the
illustrations cover a wide variety of
subjects: landscapes and city scenes,
men at work and play, animals and
human figures, a few abstracts and at
least one surrealistic piece: 'Show in
Black' by Rappensbergerova

Some of the outstanding black and
white and monochrome items are
Dubay's geometric 'Game', Grube-
rova's abstract 'Dancer', Szabo

enough to take on Mary Tyrone, the mind. One missed the significance of
extended apron stage brought her so her sitting on the steps through Mary's

.clos\:l to the audience that looking at ,long speech' in Act Ill.
her face one overlooked her hands. Speaking of mis~ing the signi'ficance,

.Thele is considerable business with it was difucult to fathom why the drun-
the hands and the author has speci- ken scene between Jamie and Edmund
ficaUy mentioned Mary's "inability to was enacted on a plane higher than
comrol the nerVOusness which draws the main acting area.
attention to them". Pamela Parks was As a productIOn Long Day's Jour-
closest to the character she was por- ney into Night moved, albeit slowly,
traying in her last speech partly be- without hitch or hindrance. But for
cause she was placed at a distance the effect on Mary's role, the set was
from the audience and partly be- exceedingly well done aIid a welcotpe
cause she was able to catch the child- break from the three-wall concept.
like innocence so essential for playing The music was apt and well timed
Mary Tyrone. and the lighting adequate, although

It is not the intention of this criti- the closeness to the audience should
cism to foist a slavish adherence to the have prompted the Use of SlpOtS for
author's script. 'A i'roducer is well highlighting dramatic effects, particu-
within his rights to interpret a play larly through the long speeches.
but not to an extent where the author's Still the Amateurs must be. com-

I meaning is befogged. Mary is the mended for their courageous enter-
central character of the play and the prise. The Journey was a difficult one
production should have been moulded and they reached near enough to the
around her. It is the tragedy of the destina,tion for which they set out.
heLpless mother resulting from a
father's undue emphasis on money or
land or future security. This is the
social symbolism involved and
O'Neill's artistry consists in avoiding
detail yet drawing an accurate picture
of the American scene. The obsession
with social security, taken to its logical
conclusion, is' responsible for the sacri-
'fice and revolt of American youth and
the landing of America in Vietnam.

Although David Algar was the
closest approximation to Jamie of the
'Play, some trace of Jamie's theatrical
background in his interpretation
would have enhanced the qua-
lity of his performance which was
perceptive, vigorous and sustained.
By contrast Vijay Crishna's Edmund
suffered for two reasons : first visually
it was difficult to believe that he was
seriously ill and secondly he failed to
convey the poet and "the quality of
extreme nervous sensibility" which
likens him to his mother.

Cathleen, the second girl, need not
have been so formally. dressed as a
maid. The part played by Phyllis
Bose made up in verve what was lack-
ing in size. Providing the only relief
in the play, she struck the right note
and even though her part was small
she left a pleasant impression on the



a mighty fine guy at the Calcutta Club
but he is not the man to help bring
the new arder. The upper hierarchy
af the palice is filled with nepatism,
jabbery, carruptian whereas the lawer
ranks are ill-paid and ill-treated. If
in England a canst able after ten years
rises to' became an inspectar, why
can't the same oppartunity be given
here? Brilliant graduate appaintees mt
amang the filth and dirt af the rural
police autpasts far years whereas a
six-manth wizard from Maunt Abu
becames the palice boss af a dis-
trict. When the Defence Ser-
vices give oppartunities to' jawans and
ratings to sit far an examinatian to'
became afficers, why shauld nat such
chances be given to' Qrdinary palice-
men? The average citizen is mare in
contact with the canst able and the
juniar palice afficer. They should
be campelled to' rearient their think-
ing. Vague rumaurs af top pa-
lice ,brass hats building palatial
hauses are never canfirmed but the
hafta t.aking havilders are seen openly.

Mr Jyati Basu-as sameane told me,
Kayastha's make the best administra-
tars, look at Tadarmal Lalbahadur
Shastri and naw Base a~d after all he
is "fareign returned"-will dO' ~ great
service if he appaints a Palice Refarm
Cammissian and reforms the bastar-
dised Angla-Cangress traditian.

There must be a special cadre far
Calcutta Palice. Officers with ten
years experience in Maldah Or Coach-
behar wauld hardly do far Calcutta',
as each big city has its special pro-
blems, Calcutta Palice must have
recruits fram a special callege and
sectianal afficers must be maintained
to' laak after the criminal elements af
'the 30% nan-Bengali papulation.
Bambay Palice had a Pathan Branch.
Landan is paliced by two separate
farces, the Metropolitan Palice and
the City Palice. The Metropalitan
Pal ice have jurisdictian over an area
af 800 square miled and a papulatian
af 8,700,000. The total strength af
this farce is 15,500 men. The city
af Landan, an enclave af ane square
mile, has a palice farce of' its awn of
about 700 men. The analagy can
be applied to Calcutta.
Berhampare, W. Bengal, ABU GHATAK

A THAKUR
Landon

The Night Was ~ad

government with foreign sister capita-
lists in aur industrial prajects, the
outflaw af Indian silver and gald and·
the brain drain, the expart af Indian
raw materials an throwaway prices, the
impatency of aur natianal government
to' tackle the ecanamic affairs of our
so-called Republic and the presence of
thausands of foreign peaple owning
aur mines, tea plantations, insurance
business and banking affairs that
gavern the price structure of aur cur-
rency and consumer goods? If they
read them they wauld be convinced
that it is not 'Our Cammanwealth', it
is 'Their Commonwealth'.

The Rabindra Sarobar atrocity
staries reported in language dailies
seem cancacted. Calcutta has got its
filth, its dirt, its cruelty; Calcutta has
seen the warst cammunal clashes
during the British days, but raping
is not Calcutta's recard. In the warst
communal rioting- cases af raping were
not reparted. There were cases -af
molestation-which alsO' nane wauld
suppart-but raping, no.

About the police, Mr Jyoti Blasu must
have seen how they work. Same bit of
antipathy to' the people, inefficiency
and some association with anti-sacial
elements are factors which resulted in
the rowdyism at Titagarh, Telinipara
and Cassipore. It is also an open secret
that every shop in the Lake area sells
liquor and female flesh is available in
the most respectable areas of Sauth
Calcutta. The debaucheries and orgies
in the aircanditioned bardellas .south
of Park Street. are public know-
ledge. Middle-class girls :sell their
bodies to suppart their families; edu-
cated unemplayed young men turn
into baatleggers, -tricksters and paid
hooligans. Literature and the cinema
fill us with a wave of sexuality. Pan-
shaps sell contraceptives.

The Lake incidents-cases of
molestation, snatching etc.-are a
manifestatian af the transitian period
we are passing thraugh. The
role of the police is vital: a palo-
playing Police Commissianer may be

Please Contact

took a stranaed Indian boy to a Lon-
don police station at his request, as
an interpreter far English, to ladge a
repart for the theft af his purse, the
canstable at ance said, "it cauld drap,
why say stalen?" as if it cauld have nat
been pinched in England. When I
visiteci anather palice statian to' pre-
sent the dacuments af my car, the
canstllble, as saan as I entered_ the
room shauted, "Are yau fram Pakis-
tan ? We are getting sick af yau.
Have yau came in cannectian with
last night's Pakistani affair?" The flat
af an Indian diplamat remained under
seige in 1965 far many haul's by
haoligans withaut any palice help and
the diplamat in pratest saught imme-
diate transfer fram Landan. Anather,
Mr N. Chatterjee, of the same Missian, "
was beaten while walking with his wife
nn a north Landan road. There were
nO' arrests. The son af the ex-Indian
High Cammissianer, Mr Dhawan, was
oublicly beaten in his callege in
~arch, in pratest against his father's
IJpeeches advising aur peaple to' settle
dawn in England to avaid the Kenyan
situatian. Once three English young
men spat aili my face without pra-
vacation. Three times my clathes
were spailed with ratten eggs.

DO'our yaung men interested in
'Our Cammanwealth' read articles an
fareign investments in India, trade de-
ficit figures, the amaunt af fareign
laans which India awes to' world
maney-lending agencies, the callabara-
tion agreements of aur capitalist

ELECTRO PRODUCTS
for

Electrical Switch gears, Switch baards,
Transfarmers, Welding sets, Trunking
Busbar, Tapping Baxes, Cable Baxes

and other factary equipment.
Can suItine Electrical Engineers,

Licensed
Electrical Cantractars & Order suppliers

Office: 2, Clive Ghat Street,
, Calcutta-l

Warks : Kanki~ara, 24-Parganas.
Phane : rWorks: Bhatpara 86

Office: 22-3945
Gram: 'SUBIKIU', Calcutta

PRO~R'
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IRESEARCH
1:~DEVELOPMEN1'

GIVES
:lVERSATILE JUTE

BIG EXPORT
BOOST

If}~...:..'.",..::"". f~:ni~~~~~~~J~~1·····.. ...:,'..:.. Is used for strength
in PVC-coated

pipes; it adds rigidity in the making
of small boats; it is endlessly versatile.
The BIRD-HEILGERS IlLGROUP is in the "
forefront in winning
new markets for jute-
the versatile fibre-both hereandabroad. '

.Throughout the wide range of jute's
applications certain qualities stand out:

toughness, lightness.
~ resilience, economy.

. ~ That's why jute is
••..-"'~ '~>used for wrapping and

packaging, for providing tough
backing for carpets, for reinforcing
laminated boards.
But that's only part of the jute story.
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT,
key words in the modern
industrial world.
are leading to
exciting end uses
for the versatile fibre. Jute is now woven
as a fine fabric for the glamorous worlq
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